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The   purpose   of  ♦*«■  work  h—  been   to  study   the   collective  e lomentary 

excitations,   as  well   as   the   ground   state   properties,   of   the   non-relativistic 

many-bcdy  system  of   bosons   Interacting  with  short   range   forcep.     Ths   ultimate 
i i -*4 

aim   is   the   theory  of   superfluid   helium,   and , w««^»a»pe   the rr f "rr ijjunnn   concerned 

with  avoiding   the   limitations   to   low  density  and/or weak   forces  which  charac- 

terize   the   Dogoliubov   theory  of   the   non-ideal   boee  gas  and   those   treatments 

which derive   from   it.      In  contrast   to   the   fermion  case,   where   the   statistics 

tend   to  suppress   the  many-particle  correlation effect»  of   short   range   force«, 

there   is   in   the   boaon caae  no  reason   to suppose   that  a  free   particle  or  pair 

approximation   provide«  an  adequate  starting  point   for  a  perturbation   procedure, 

except   In   the   low density  limit,     dw basic  approach,   therefore,   fcflMi  bin   to 

explore   the   use  of   field   theoretic   representations which   include   from   the 

»tar*  at   least  some  collective  many-body effect»  of   the   strong  p>ort-range 

interaction. 

Quaai-Hydrodynamic   Representation 

The many-body  Hamiltonian  for   interactini?   bosons   (in   the  second- 

quantization  formalism), 

H = 5_ 
2m ( V YT   )   •   ( 5 !   ) <JT     + 

+ ~    Jf   V( 7  -  r'   )  Yf(   r   )  Yf( 7*   )  Y ( ?' )  T (   r   )  dT  dT' (1) 

can  be  put   into a  form  paralleling   the   Hamiltonian  of  a classical   lrrota- 

♦ional   fluid   by going  over   to  the  action  and   angle   variable  operators     p   , 

S   ,     given  by 

w iS/fi     1/2     . wt 1/2     -iS/fc T=ep;T=Pe . (2) 



In   the  c-nuiiiber   limit   the   transformation   (2)   i8  canonical;   however,   as   an 

operator   transformation  it   is  only  approximately  unitary:   in   treating     p ( ?   )   , 

S( "?  )   ,     or   their  Fourier   tranforms     P-   ,   S-   ,     as  operators  satisfying  canoni- 

cal  commutation  relations 

[   p(  r   >   ,     S( "?'    )   )     »    * 5(  r  - ?•) 

[   H,   *k<    ]     =     I *k\   -k« (3) 

one   in,   in  fact,   ignoring   the   positlve-aemldefinlte  character of     p   .     Thus 

the   representa-tion   is  valid  only  for  state«   ir. vhich   the density   fluctuatione 

are  small  compared   to  the mean density,   i.e. 

< Pk «4 > ** p0 
(4) 

In the  case of weak  Interaction,   for  states exhibiting Bose conden- 

sation,   the quasi-hydrodynamic  representation can be  shown  to  yield  an 

approximation equivalent   to  the  Bogollubov  treatment    o'   the weakly non-ideal 

Bose gas,   the  Bogollubov quasi-particles corresponding  to density fluctuations. 

For  the case of  strong  interaction  including a  repulsive core of 

radius    a   ,   the condition   (4)   is clearly violated   for    k j> 2n/a   ,   since   the 

repulsion   imposes  strong  anti-correlations   in  the density over distances of 

the order of    a  .     However,   at high densities one can obtain an approximate 

representation by working with smoothed density operators    p   ,   averaged  over 

3 
volumes of  the order of     r     (r   m a)   ,   and  expanding  the   Hamiltonlan   in powers o      o 

—        — 3  1/2 of  the    5",    ,   S,    .     This  amounts   to an expansion  in  inverse  powers  of     (p     r   ) rk k ——  o    o 
2 

in contrast   to  the  low density expansion of Lee-Huang-Yang    for   the hard-sphere 

3  1/2 Bose gas,   which  is   in positive  powers of     (p     a  )  *      .In lowest   (quadratic) 

order   in   the    p     ,   S      one obtains  a sum of  harmonic  oscillator  terms describ- 

ing uncoupled density  fluctuations   (phonons).     The excitation spectrum  is of 



il dr:: t I J; l;,;,:-.,\1.:1) uf tho ~:lo\OOthint; Pl'OCUdtll.'ll, rt I'Ojll'Od\ICU/1 :;umi-rjlli\11t1 t:lt:l.voJ y 

Uw expc t·lmonta ll y observed cxc ita tion spectrum for liquid Jlo II, including tho 

"roton" 1'1inimum at tho observed wnvonumbor k 8 1·1 = 1.95 x 10 em , 
u 

Thlu work w:u1 l'CJJOrtod at tho Vlith Intorn~ttional Conforonco on I.ow-

5 
Tor1pc ra turo Physics, and tho buic ideu of tho quasi-hydrodynamic representa-

tion are also di•cussed elaewhere. 6 

Even though in lowest order the quaai-hydrodynaaic repreaentation aivea 

;ln adequate semi-quantitative deacription of tbt collective ele~~entary exc1ta-

tions in a Boae fluid at high denaitiea, it doea not turn out to provide a uaable 

atarting point for a perturbation treat .. nt applicable to the caae of liquid 

helium. The reason lies in the larcen••• of the denaity fluctuations near tho 

roton minimum k
0 

which, in turn, ia an effect of the hard core repulaion. 

Only for wnvonumbera k << lc:0 , that ia for dhtancea much l1Lrpr than ! , is 

a description in terms of uncoupled density oscillator• an adequate atartin1 

point !or n perturbation treatmont. It thus appear• that an adequate treatment 

of liquid helium must include e .. ential density correlation effect• of the hard 

core repulsion from the start. 

Pscudospin Model 

Considerations of the kind outlined above led ua to investigate the 

ma.ny-body ground state and elementary excitation• of a simple "pseUdospin" cell 

7 model, which had been uaed previously by Mataubara and Matauda for treatin1 

lambda transition in liquid helium. Even thou1h the model haa some unphysical 

features--primarily an artificial "band" atructure due to the use of lattice 

quantization, resulting in anisotropy of and a quasi-momentum cutoff in the 

excitation spectrum--it has the advantare of allowin1 us to treat exactl7, in 
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zero order,    Important  many-body effects  of   the   nard  cor/   repulsion,    thus 

overcoming   some  of   the   limitations  of   the  earlier   treatments. 

The  OHbential   foatures  of   tho   pseudospin  model  and   of  our   treatment 

are   these : 

(1) The  lard  core  repulsion   1B   treated   kinematicaliy,   that   is   by 

algebraic   relations  t»twoon   the   field   operators,   instead  of   us   tho   limit   of   a 

repulsive   potential   in   the   Hamlltonlan.     The   algebra  of   the model   represents 

8 
an  approximation   to  Slogert's     exact  but  highly  untractable   algebra  for  hard 

core   boson  fields.      In  the  cell  approximation   this  algebra   turns  out   to  be 

equivalent   to  that  of  a  «et   o     Pauli   spins,   and   the  dynamics  of   the model   is 

equivalent   to  that of a  Helwenberg ferronagnet with an  interaction which  is 

anisotropie   in  pseudospin  »pace.      In  this  model   the   transformation  from  field 

amplitudes   to densities,   corresponding  to  the  action-angle   variable   transfor- 

mation   (2),   is   Indeed  unitary:   it   is  simply a rotation  in pseudospin  space. 

Different densities    p       correspond   to different  orientations   (in pseudospin 

space)  of   the  total  "magnetization". 

(2) CAir  treatment  splits   the   Hamiltonian  into  two  parts:   an   Isotropie 

"unperturbed"  part     H    ,   describing  a system with hard  core   repulsion plus  a 

2       2 square-well  attraction of depth    h /md     (d  ■ size  of   the cubical  ceJl)     between 

nearest  neighbor cell  pseudospins,   and  a  perturbation consisting  of   the  attrac- 

tion's deviation  from  this  value.     The  unperturbed   interaction corresponds   to 

zero  two-particle  scattering  length     f     ,   and   the   basic   idea of  our  perturbation 

9 
treatment   is   thus  similar   to  that employed   by Moszkowskl   and   Scott     for   the 

nucleon  system. 

(3) The  pseudospin  algebra of   the  field  operators  permits  construction, 

by  rotation  of   the   total  pseudospin  from   the   vacuum,   of  r     "unperturbed  q.iasi- 

particle  vacuum"   (a many-body ground  state  of   H )   and  correspotid ing quasi-part icle 
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oporutors for nny moan density of tho system, Thoso sorvo as starting point 

for trou till({ tho .full Hamil ton inn by tho oquntions-o:t-motion mothod in tho 

random phnso approxir.lation. In this approximation tho ground state of tho 

full Hamiltonian is obtained from tho quasi-particle vacuum (not tho tully 

Doso-condonsod froo-particlo g:·ound stnto) by a transformation of the Bogoliubov 

typo. Wo obtain expressions tor the excitation spectrum and tbe ground state 

energy: 

E0 /N • (2• fl
2 

Pf
0
/ra) {1 + (1~8/15w112 )(pt!> 112 (1 - C

0
) 5/ 2 

+ (4~ C2/3) (pt!)l/3 C213 
(1 • t

0
/2) Jr 

where ( • pd
3 

is the fractional depletion of the Rose condensate in the 
0 

unperturbed ground state (an "oxclucted volWDe" effect of the hard core 

repulsion), and c2 • 0.516 ia a nu.erical constant. In the low density 

limits, w~re 1
0

• 0 , our results agree exactly with the well known hard 

2 s;>hcrc results of Lee, Jhu\ng, and Yana, but the high&r density corrections 

reflect the many-body correlations due to the hard core which are included in 

our unperturbed ground state. 

10 This work has also been reported. 

Two-Fluid Hyd rod yn&.tnics 

We have investigated the nature of the velocity constraint introduced 

by c. c. Lin
11 

into the Eckart variational-principle derivation of two-fluid 

hydrodynamics for liquid He II, 12 and its effects on the· two-fluid equations 

of motion and tho condition 

curl v • 0 s 

It appears that, whilo a Lin type velocity constraint aust be introduced if 

BEST K\11\.§lABLE COPY 
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the   Eckart   principle   is   to   be   used   in   connection  with   ordinary   (one-fluid) 

hydrodynamics,    the   form   this  constraint  should   take   in   the   two-flu;rl   model 

is  somewhat  arbitrary  and  deponds   on   the   basic   assumptions  underlying   the 

model.      In   Lin's   treatment   tho  ceiitor   of   mass   velocity   out   not   the   relative 

velocity  of   the   two  fluids   io  constrained.     As  a   result   the  equations  of 

motion differ  from   those   obtained  earlier   (without   the   Lin constraint)   and   the 

■uperfluid  motion   is  no  longer  necessarily   irrotational.     On   the   other  hand 

the  basic   ideas  underlying   the   two-fluid  model  suggest   that  a   Lin  type  constraint 

should   be   imposed   on   the  normal  fluid   velocity     v     ,   but  not  on     v In   this 

case   the equations  of motion are   Identical with   those  obtained  earlier,   and 

curl   v     remains   zero.     This  work has   been   reported   in  an   interim   technical 
s 

13 report. 

As  a byproduct  of   this  investigation  Mr Whitlock developed   a varia- 

tlonal  principle  formulation of   the  laws of motion for a classical  perfect 

14 
compressible  plasma,   which has  also been  reported. 
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